Guidance Document
Festivals and arts organisations interested in joining the
Without Walls Touring Network Partnership 2023-2026
Thank you for your interest in joining the Without Walls Touring Network
Partnership (TNP).
We enclose some background information about the company and its
activities, the benefits, and requirements for TNP partners and information
about how to make an application.
As England emerges from the pandemic, this is an exciting opportunity for
arts organisations and festivals to join Without Walls.
We recognise that there is a growing appetite for outdoor arts events across
the country of many different forms, styles, and scales: from large scale
festivals to programmes that run throughout the year; light nights; pop-up
community events; and cultural celebrations such as carnivals, Melas, or
Diwali celebrations. Without Walls has supported a range of these events
over the past 15 years and is looking to diversify its partner networks even
more with its next round of TNP applications.
We are committed to equality, diversity and inclusion and aims to reflect and
celebrate diversity in all aspects of our work and relationships including with
artists, audiences, staff, Board members and partners. Without Walls appreciates
the mutual benefits of a diverse membership and especially welcomes
applications from Deaf, Disabled and Black, Asian and ethnically diverse-led
organisations, which are currently underrepresented within the networks.
We understand that the outlined criteria may not work for all organisations,
especially voluntary-led community events, and we are happy to discuss any
adjustments to accommodate specific needs within reason. Please email Emily
Oldroyd, Project Manager at emily@xtrax.org.uk or call on 0161 227 8383, and we
would be happy to discuss the opportunity with you or answer any questions you
may have.
The deadline for completed Expression of Interests is 5pm, Thursday, 22
September 2022.
We look forward to receiving your application.
Best wishes,
Annika Edge, General Manager
On behalf of Without Walls
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Introduction
This open call is for festivals and arts organisations interested in joining the
Without Walls Touring Network Partnership (TNP) which aims to extend the
reach of world-class UK outdoor arts in parks, squares, and high streets across
England, focusing on areas with low levels of cultural engagement.
Without Walls’ TNP was established in 2019, following on from the Associate
Touring Network (2013-2018). The TNP is committed to reaching new audiences
across England and providing opportunities for more festivals and event partners
to join the successful Without Walls network. Now in its second round, the TNP is
open for applications from organisations who want to join the network from
January 2023 – March 2026.

Fantabulosa! By Tickertape Parade, GDIF 2019 © D Flynn; VR Playground by Thrill Laboratory, Arts by the Sea
2019 © Scott Salt; Big Gay Disco Bike by Fatt Projects © Emma Jones; Look Up by Hikapee, SO Festival 2019
© Magna Vitae

Without Walls is looking for expressions of interest from outdoor festivals or any
venues, local authorities or organisations who would like to develop a three-year
relationship with Without Walls. As a partner, you will contribute towards the
ongoing artist development and touring life of shows supported by the
Consortium, as well as towards strategic audience engagement and research
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into audience demographics and motivations of the outdoor arts sector.
Furthermore, the TNP offers opportunities to network with peers, work
collaboratively to share learning, resources and skills and is driven by the needs
and interests of the group.

Background
Established in 2007, Without Walls is a consortium of festivals and organisations
dedicated to supporting the development of ambitious new outdoor work and
promoting artistic excellence for the benefit of artists and audiences. Without
Walls brings together artists, promoters and commissioning partners to make
high-quality outdoor shows - from the intimate to the epic - that tour to festivals
across the UK and beyond. The Consortium nurtures talent and skills by
researching, developing, commissioning and touring new work, enhancing the
growth of the sector, and reaching large audiences, many new to the arts. Watch
video on the impact of our work from 2018 to 2020.
Over the past 15 years, Without Walls has developed and toured over 200 new
shows by UK companies across a whole range of artforms including music,
theatre, dance, pyrotechnics, circus, digital, visual and sound installations. The
Consortium started with a partnership of five commissioning festivals, and now
has 10 commissioning partners, who collectively form the Artistic Directorate of
Without Walls, responsible for selecting the artistic programme and upholding
the Artistic Policy. More information about the projects supported by Without
Walls can be found in the Consortium’s back catalogue.
Without Walls was granted National Portfolio funding from 2018 – 2023 and is
awaiting the outcome of the next application round 2023 – 2026, which is
expected in late October 2022. Offers to join the network will be made on a
conditional basis, with full confirmation in early November 2022.

“Being part of the TNP has a real sense of gravitas, which is really
helpful when you’re making the case and with local businesses as
well. And then the quality of the work speaks for itself, which is
fantastic.” – TNP member, 2022
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Alongside the TNP, Without Walls is made up of two further networks (see
Appendices):
-

The Artistic Directorate (AD) are commissioning partners with
responsibility for Without Walls’ Artistic Policy. An open call for the
Artistic Directorate is not planned for 2023, but any organisations
interested in joining the AD are invited to get in touch with David Morgan,
Programme Manager at david@xtrax.org.uk to register their interest.

-

The Creative Development Network (CDN) emerging festival
organisations in England receiving mentoring and development
opportunities from Without Walls to help nurture new outdoor arts
programmes. An open call for new CDN members is currently live on our
website.

Lives of Clay by The Clay Connection, Hat Fair 2022 © Adrienne Photography

Without Walls Management
Without Walls is a Company Limited by Guarantee, governed by a Board of
Directors, which includes representatives of both the Artistic Directorate and the
Touring Network Partnership. Without Walls has an Independent Executive
Chair, responsible for overseeing the effective governance and operation of the
Consortium.
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XTRAX has provided management and development services to Without Walls
since 2012. With over 20 years of experience, XTRAX is one of the UK’s leading
development agencies for the outdoor arts sector, supporting artists and
festivals to develop, programme and advocate for high-quality, UK-made,
outdoor performance. The role of XTRAX includes managing the day-to-day
operations of Without Walls, with regular reporting to and liaison with the partner
festivals, the Chair, and the Board of Directors.

Future Cargo by Requardt & Rosenberg, NNF 2021 © Hello Content

“We had a comment at our festival last year which said, “I felt like I
was in Barcelona” and I thought job done, because our area battles
against a certain dated and faded reputation, and the outward
facing exuberance of outdoor is something that people home and
away can tap into, beginning to re-model a revitalised understanding
of the town.” – TNP member, 2022
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The Touring Network Partnership 2023 – 2026
The aims of the TNP are to extend the reach of the existing Without Walls
programme to areas of low arts engagement in England and to support Without
Walls to deliver an ambitious programme of strategic initiatives, such as:
access; equality, diversity and inclusion; environmental responsibility; audience
engagement; and audience benchmarking and analysis. TNP members receive
subsidies for programming of up to £10,000 per year per partner alongside
opportunities for peer learning, professional development, and contributions to
sector-wide conversations.
A key priority for the expansion of the TNP is to contribute to the diversification
of the Without Walls network and bring in more diverse voices, embracing a
wider range of influences and cultures. As such, Without Walls is particularly
interested in engaging with Deaf and Disabled, Black, Asian and ethnically
diverse-led arts organisations, as well as strategic organisations actively
promoting diversity and inclusion as part of their practice; this includes Melas,
carnivals and other diverse-led partners.

Audience member at Bingo Lingo by Wild’n Beets at Whirlgig 2019 © Theatre Orchard
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Benefits of joining the TNP
Festivals and arts organisations joining the Without Walls Touring Network
Partnership have access to the following benefits:
•

Subsidy to present touring work, to a limit of no more than twice the net
value of the subscription contributed;

•

Access to a back catalogue of over 70 touring shows/projects developed
and supported by Without Walls, with new shows developed each year,
and programming advice from an experienced management team;

•

Opportunity to bid for money and resources from Without Walls to support
strategic audience engagement initiatives;

•

Regular updates about shows in development supported by Without Walls,
including information about R&D projects, and opportunities to attend
artist sharings;

•

Marketing and advocacy support including access to shared consortium
marketing, press and PR, Without Walls’ branding kit and profiling across
social media and online;

•

Opportunity to attend training events and meetings organised for Without
Walls partners free of charge, including a biennial Festival Forum;

•

Access to consortium benchmarking audience data currently delivered by
The Audience Agency;

•

Invitations to four TNP meetings per year with financial travel contributions
available;

•

Support and advice from XTRAX and other Without Walls partners in the
development and management of festival and event programmes.

“There is definitely a soft power in being part of a network with all
those other brands... having the ability for people to realise that…
getting the same work as you’re seeing in flagship festivals that
people know and hear about is empowering.” – TNP member, 2022
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Clarifications
Touring subsidies – reaching audiences in areas of low arts engagement
In each year of the project, TNP members are invited to choose a selection of
shows from the Without Walls back catalogue of previously commissioned work
and receive a subsidy of up to 50% of the presentation cost of the show. The
remaining costs must be paid by the member.
The variation in touring subsidies between different shows will be determined by
the degree to which the shows reflect the strategic priorities of the TNP and the
length of time the show has been touring. Consideration will also be given to the
financial resources of each member.
The total value of the touring subsidy payable to any one member will not exceed
double the amount that the member has committed as a subscription. For
example, TNP members currently contribute a subscription fee of £5,000 + VAT,
and so can receive up to £10,000 in touring subsidy from Without Walls.
Subsidy will not be offered for shows in the same year that they are
commissioned.
Opportunities to contribute to audience engagement and other Without Walls
strategic projects
Without Walls is committed to the development of the outdoor arts sector, by
investing in several strategic projects. One of these is audience engagement,
which has always been a strong priority within Without Walls’ touring
programme.
Each year there is a budget to invest in strategic audience engagement projects,
for which all Without Walls members with an interest and / or strong track record
of working in this area will have the opportunity to bid for subsidy to deliver these
projects. In addition to engaging new audiences for outdoor work, the aim is to
generate shared learning for other Without Walls partners and further afield. It is
anticipated that most subsidies for audience development projects will be in the
region of £1,000 per partner.
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Alongside audience engagement, Without Walls has identified a range of other
challenges in the sector, including diverse programming, environmental
responsibility, access and digital work, which will be further developed over the
coming years. Each of these areas will be developed collaboratively amongst
Without Walls partners, subject to specific tendering procedures. The outcome
of the strategic projects will be shared across the network and the wider outdoor
arts sector.

“The whole audience development strand [is] really helpful. It allows
us to do some innovative and out-of-the-box projects that we perhaps
wouldn’t have been able to take the risk on, which has been really
good for us creatively in terms of reaching new people.” – TNP
member, 2022

Audiences at Summer In Southside 2019 © Birmingham Hippodrome

Requirements of Touring Network Partners
Without Walls wants to find partners who can demonstrate all the following;
however, it is recognised that there are many different types of festival and
event programmes in existence across England, and some organisations may be
unable to meet all these criteria. In such cases, primary consideration will be
given to the degree to which the festival or event can contribute to the
development of new audiences for the work of Without Walls.
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Essential
•

Delivery of activity in areas with low levels of audience attendance and
participation, including but not limited to Arts Council England’s Priority
Places or DCMS’ Levelling Up Places (see Appendix 3);

•

Ability to offer a performance platform for selected outdoor performances
in the context of a professional festival or events programme in England voluntary run organisations can apply provided they can demonstrate that
artists presenting work are paid and the event is delivered to professional
standards;

•

Commitment to booking shows (exact number to be negotiated) each year
from the Without Walls back catalogue;

•

Commitment to developing audience engagement activities linked to the
Without Walls programme and sharing learning with the wider network;

•

A three-year commitment to the project (2023 – 2026, NPO funding
dependent);

•

Commitment to delivering audience research each year and to sharing the
results with the project partners and contributing audience survey data
(currently via The Audience Agency), to trace and evaluate the impact of
the project over time;

•

Attendance by the Artistic Director or Programmer (or equivalent) at a
minimum of three out of four meetings (online/in person) per year and
additional activities as required;

•

Ability to contribute an annual subscription fee of £5,000+ VAT to Without
Walls (please note this financial contribution will be offset by programme
subsidy available – see notes above);

•

Commitment to seeing 50% of shows/projects commissioned by Without
Walls each year, and offering feedback on this work to artists and to other
consortium partners;

•

Commitment to adhering to Without Walls’s Artistic Policy, including
Equality, Diversity and Inclusion in the delivery and management of all
work.
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Desirable
•

Interest in supporting artists to create high quality outdoor art (e.g.
through providing feedback, offering resources, mentoring);

•

Ability to buddy up with new festival organisers in the network to provide
peer learning support (essential for previous TNP members).

Consideration will also be given to the geographical spread of Without Walls
partners. Historically, the North and South West have been underrepresented;
we welcome applicants from these regions.
Eligibility Criteria
•

All non-profit distributing festivals or events in England are eligible;

•

Current members of other Without Walls networks are eligible to re-apply
or move between networks provided they can demonstrate commitment
to the priorities outlined above;

•

Festivals / arts organisations cannot be members of more than one of the
Without Walls’ networks at the same time.

Routes by Theatre Temoin and The B Collective, Arts By The Sea, 2021 © Phoebe Reeks

A key priority for the expansion of the TNP is to contribute to the diversification
of the Without Walls network and bring in more diverse voices, embracing a
wider range of influences and cultures.
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If you would like to be considered as a Without Walls Touring
Network Partner, please complete the Expression of Interest
Form and return it to Emily Oldroyd, Project Manager at
emily@xtrax.org.uk by 5pm on Thursday 22 September 2022.
Open call timeline
•

28 July: open call for partners launched

•

23 August: online Q&A session

•

22 September: application deadline

•

w/c 10 October: conditional offers made to applicants (NPO outcome
depending)

•

w/c 31 October: final confirmation of offer (NPO outcome depending)

Project timeline Year 1
•

14 December: online networking meeting

•

1 January: payment of subscription fee for 2023

•

22 February: first partner meeting, in person

•

23 February: Without Walls Festival Forum

•

Late February: partners confirm Without Walls programming choices

•

Mid May: partner meeting

•

September: partner meeting

•

Late November: evaluation meeting

Questions about the TNP and CDN open calls:
Without Walls will offer two opportunities to discuss the open calls:
•

Friday 5 – Saturday 6 August: the XTRAX team will be at Stockton
International Riverside Festival. Please contact Annika Edge at
annika@xtrax.org.uk to arrange an in-person meeting.

•

Tuesday 23 August, 11am – 12pm: online Q&A session via zoom. Please
RSVP by completing our form.

For further clarification about the open call, please refer to the FAQs document
or contact Emily Oldroyd, or contact Emily Oldroyd, Project Manager at
emily@xtrax.org.uk or on 0161 227 8383.
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Appendix 1 – Without Walls Partners
The Without Walls Touring Network Partnership currently includes the following
festivals and organisations:
A .Appetite, Stoke-on-Trent

K .Now Northwich

B .The Arches Festivals, Worcester

L .Oldham Council

C .Basingstoke Festival

M .Rochdale Borough Council

D .Birmingham Hippodrome

N .SO Festival, Mablethorpe and

E .Bournemouth Arts by the Sea

Skegness

Festival

O .Theatre Orchard, Weston-super-

F .The Culture House, Grimsby

Mare

G .First Art, Ashfield, Bolsover,

P .Vision Redbridge Culture & Leisure

Mansfield and North-East Derbyshire

Q .WE Great Place, Wentworth

H .Lancashire Encounter, Preston

Woodhouse and Elsecar

I .Leicester City Council
J .Mouth of the Tyne Festival
The Without Walls Artistic Directorate currently includes the following festivals
and organisations:
1. 101 Outdoor Arts Creation Space,

6. Just So Festival, Cheshire

Newbury

7. Norfolk & Norwich Festival

2. Brighton Festival

8. Timber Festival, National Forest

3. Certain Blacks, London

9. Stockton International Riverside
Festival

4. FESTIVAL.ORG, London
5. Hat Fair, Winchester

The Without Walls Creative Development Network has previously included the
following festivals and organisations:
a. 20-21 Visual Arts Centre, Scunthorpe
b. All in the Mind Festival, Basingstoke
c. Citadel Arts, Saint Helens
d. The Cultural Spring, South Shields
e. Dancin' Oxford
f. Historic England, nationwide (not pictured)
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Appendix 2 – map of Without Walls Partners
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Appendix 3 – Areas of low levels of arts attendance and participation
It is a priority of the Touring Network to support activities in areas with relatively
low levels of arts attendance and participation. There are several ways of
demonstrating this within a location, as listed below. Without Walls understands
that there may be other areas that would benefit from being part of the Touring
Network Partnership and would welcome organisations to outline this need in
their Expression of Interest, should they not fit any of the below criteria.

1.

Arts Council England Priority Places & DCMS Levelling Up for Culture Places

As part of their Delivery Plan for 2021-2024, Arts Council England identified 54
places across England in which their investment and engagement is too low. In
addition, DMCS included 109 local authority areas as Levelling Up for Culture
Places.
2.

Active People Survey

Locations in the bottom third for levels of arts engagement in England, according
to a two-year average from the Active People Survey.
3.

Audience Spectrum and Area Profile Reports from The Audience Agency

Alternatively, this can be shown through a population Area Profile Report for a
specified geographic area (using the base of England as a comparator) –available
from The Audience Agency for £125 – which provides details of demographics
and Audience Spectrum profiling to describe the population.
Or via Population mapping by Audience Spectrum segment (a free login which
allows organisations to use the mapping tool to understand the concentrations of
different Audience Spectrum segments by postcode sector)
www.audiencefinder.org
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